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Abstract
Derivation of biological information of a macromolecule isolate based on sequence similarity is
playing a significant role in numerous
areas of biological research. However,it is often the case
that a researcher obta~n-q more macromolecule
isolates than can be sequenced practically, due
either to the high cost of sequencing or lack of
specialized equipment and personnel. To overcomethis difficulty, we study the problemof obtaining biological information (such as sequence
information) about a macromoleculeisolate using
only (i) the fragmentation pattern of that isolate obtained from digestion with enzymesand
(ii) a database D of sequences. Weinvestigate
a three phase approach to solving this problem.
In the first phase, weobtain a restriction pattern
of the isolate while analytically deriving the corresponding restriction mapsof the sequences in
the database. In the second phase, we identify
a set S C D of sequences which have restriction mapsthat are most similar to the unknown
isolate’s restriction pattern. This task is complicated by the fact that we have only approximate fragment lengths for the unknownisolate
and that we do not knowthe actual ordering of
the nnk’nownisolate’s fragments. Despite these
difficulties, we derive experimentalresults which
indicate maximummatching techniques are effective in identifying the correct set most of the
time. In the third phase, we use the set S to infer biological information(such as sequenceinformationor hierarchical classification information)
about the unknownisolate. Wedemonstrate experimentally that the closeness of the sequences
in the set S to each other can be used to infer
the relatedness of the unknown
isolate to the sequencesof the set S. Yhrthermore,the confidence
of this inferred informationis strongly correlated
to the minimumpairwise relatedness of any two
elements in S.
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Introduction
Sequence database searches have become a normal
first step in the identification and characterization
of new macromolecule isolates. The information obtained from such database searches and comparisons
often yields novel insights into isolate origin, function, and evolution. A number of very good tools
exist for searching sequence databases, for example
BLAST(Altschul et al. 1990) and FASTA(Pearson
& Lipman 1988). These tools can be very powerful in
rapidly discovering even weak similarities to a query.
However,all of these database search tools require that
the molecular sequence of the query be known.
Even though improvements in methods for nucleic
acid and protein sequencing have substantially reduced
the cost of obtaining sequences, there are manysituations in which sequencing costs are still too high or
the required specialized equipment is just not available. Often, a researcher is able to obtain more macromolecule isolates than it is practical to sequence. Many
of these isolates may be identical,
and some rapid
methodis needed to obtain a set of unique isolates.
One simple method of categorizing multiple isolates
is to use the restriction pattern obtained from digestion with certain enzymes (proteases and restriction
endonucleases). These enzymes typically cleave the
macromolecular substrate at specific subsequences. By
comparing the pattern of fragment lengths produced
by the isolates, sets of non-identicai patterns can be
selected for further study.
At a further level of sophistication, the number of
matching (same size) fragments between patterns may
be used to calculate a measure of (phylogenetic) relatedness between isolates (Nei & Li 1979). If the positions of cleavage sites along the molecule (cleavage site
map) are known as well as the fragment sizes, then
several more accurate methods exist for estimate the
relatedness between isolates (Nei & Li 1979; DeBry
& Slade 1985; Felsenstein 1992; Holsinger & Jansen
1993). Somework has been done on constructing cleavKim
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age site maps from digestion patterns (Pearson 1982;
Fitch, Smith, & Ralph 1983; Durand gz Bregegere 1984;
Bellon 1988, Grigorjev & Mironov 1990; Wright et al.
1994), but this work typically assumes that there are
overlapping fragments. In our case, there are no overlapping fragments to guide us in constructing a cleavage site map.
Cleavage site maps can be computed easily from
molecular sequences. Weare interested in how such
maps generated from a sequence database might be
used to help characterize a molecular isolate. Assume
a cleavage pattern for a query molecular isolate (measured experimentally to within some expected limit of
accuracy) and a database containing sequences with
varying degree of sequence similarity to the query isolate. Wewould like to be able to extract the set
of sequences with cleavage site maps most similar to
the (unknown) map of the isolate. In addition,
would like some estimate of how closely related these
sequences are to our query molecule in terms of sequence similarity or other biological measures. Related work has also been done in identifying the location of restriction
maps of short query probes in
longer restriction maps (Miller, Ostell, & Rudd 1990;
Miller, Barr, & Rudd 1991). However, this problem
differs from ours in that the ordering of the query fragments is known.
Grouping isolates by cleavage site maps may not
be useful in itself, unless this grouping implies some
more standard measure of relationship,
such as primary sequence similarity. Although primary similarity
between two sequences can be used to directly estimate
the expected fraction of shared enzymesites, sequence
similarity can not be accurately estimated from the
fraction of matching sites alone. Any attempt at performing the reverse calculation requires some knowledge of the underlying distribution of similarity in the
pool from which the two sequences were drawn. This
leads us to use experimental results for evaluating the
effectiveness of different methodsof inferring information about a query isolate.
Similar work has been done in classifying unknown
peptides by using mass profiles where the unknown
peptide is digested by enzymatic or chemical means
and the masses of the resulting fragments are determined by mass spectrometry (James et al. 1993;
Shaw 1993; Cottrell 1994). However, when dealing
with peptides, several problem parameters are quite
different than when dealing with nucleotides. First,
the masses of the resulting fragments can be obtained
with essentially no error. Second, the masses reveal
significant information about the amino acid composition of each fragment.
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We perform our experiments using the Ribosomal
Database Project (RDP) database of bacterial 16S
rRNA gene sequences (Maidak et al. 1994). This
database is a memberof a class of databases containing
sequences derived from that of an unknown common
evolutionary ancestor. In addition, the phylogenetic
relationships of the sequences in the database have
been estimated and are available from the RDP, as
is a biological classification schemebased on these relationships. Also, comparison of restriction fragment
patterns ofrRNAgenes (rDNA) is an accepted method
of discerning relatedness between isolates in microbiological studies (Moyer, Dobbs, & Karl 1993).
In this work, we present a method for finding the
set of database sequences with the most sites in common with a query restriction fragment pattern. This
method uses sequences in the database as templates
to assemble the fragments into putative restriction site
maps. The results of this method are shownto be similar to results obtained when the exact fragment order
is knownfor both the query isolate and the database
sequences. Also, a method to estimate the sequence
similarity between the query and database result set is
presented. In addition, we demonstrate that the results
can be used to place the query in an existing biological
classification scheme.
Overview of Problem Solution
Our basic problem is to determine biological information such as primary sequence information about an
unknownquery isolate q using a database D sequences.
Furthermore, we do not allow biological sequencing of
the unknownquery isolate q.
Weinvestigate a three phase approach to solve this
problem.
1. First, we use enzymesto obtain a restriction pattern
of the query isolate q. Simultaneously, we analytically compute restriction maps of all the sequences
sED.
2. We then compute the closeness of the restriction
map of each sequence s E D to the restriction pattern of q.
3. This closeness information is then used to infer biological information about q.
Wedescribe each of these steps in more detail in the
following sections.
Wenote here that our methods for completing each
step, particularly the third step, are dependent on the
characteristics of the database D. Wefirst show that
analytic methods which try to infer the primary sequence similarity between the query isolate q and any

sequence 8 E D require a priori knowledge of the relationship of the underlying probability distribution of
the primary sequence similarity of any sequence s E D
to the sequence of isolate q. Straightforward analytic
methods are further handicapped by the assumption
that for closely related sequences 8, 8’ E D, the relationship of the restriction map of s to the restriction pattern of q is independent of the relationship of
the restriction map of 8’ to the restriction pattern of
q. As a result, we experimentally evaluate different
methods for inferring information about the query isolate q. Our experimental results demonstrate that effective inference techniques do exist which utilize the
set S C D of sequences which have restriction
maps
closest to the restriction pattern of q. This result has
good consequences for step two of our approach where
we show that computing how close the restriction map
of any sequence s E D to the restriction pattern of q
may be computationally difficult but that determining
if the restriction map of a sequence s E D is extremely
close to the restriction pattern of q is computationally
tractable.
Restriction

Patterns
Maps

and Restriction

The basic biological processing we perform on the isolate q is digestion by enzymeswhich produces a restriction pattern of q. At the same time, we analytically
compute the restriction maps of all sequences 8 E D
that would have been formed if we had digested these
sequences with the same enzymes. To facilitate
later
comparison of the restriction pattern of q to the restriction maps of s E D, we assume that the database
sequences represent molecules with ends at positions
homologousto the ends of the query molecule. In practice, the end points of query molecules may be known
if, for example, they are produced by the PCRreaction
using primers to conserved regions. The primers define
the query endpoints. For the specific RDPdatabase,
PCRis the method of choice for isolating rRNAgenes.
The two processes of obtaining a restriction pattern
of q and computing restriction
maps for 8 E D differ in their precision. Because computing the restriction maps is analytical, we can computethe restriction
mapsexactly. However,while it is technically possible
to measure the exact length of the restriction fragments
of q, the methodsrequired are not suitable for a rapid,
inexpensive screen. A more realistic assumption is that
fragment sizes wouldbe estimated by simple gel or capillary electrophoresis; this leads us to assumethat fragments f which have actual length [fl will be measured
to have length between (1- *)If[ and (1 +e)[f[. In
experiments, we estimate e to be 5%.

Definitions
Wenow formally define the terms restriction map, restriction pattern, the closeness of two restriction maps,
and the closeness of a restriction map to a restriction
pattern. Webegin by defining restriction
maps, restriction patterns, and the equivalence relation that
restriction patterns induce on restriction maps.
In the following definitions, 8 is a nucleotide sequence, i is a nucleotide isolate, 8(i) is the underlying
(and unknown) sequence of isolate i, and z is an enzyme with a nucleotide recognition sequence of length
21. Weabuse notation and use z to refer to both the
enzyme z and z’s nucleotide recognition sequence.
Definition
I
cleotides in s.
cleotides in s.

Let last(s,j)
Let first(8,j)

denote the last j nudenote the first j nu-

Definition 2 The restriction
map RM, (s) formed by
digesting sequence s by enzymez is the ordered tuple
(81,82,..., 8n) such that
¯ 8 = 8182...8
n.

¯ For 1 < i _< n- 1, the last(si,l)firsi(si+l,l)
(we assume the enzyme cuts in the middle of its
recognition sequence).
¯ For 1 _< i _< n, ~ is not a subsequence of 8i (we
assume that enzyme recognition sequences do not
overlap in s).
Wewill abuse notation and often refer to the ordered
tuple of fragmentlengths, (Isll, 1821,..., Isnl), as a restriction mapas well.
Definition 3 Let RMz(s) (s l,s2,...,s,). We
define the restriction pattern RP~(s) to be the unordered
multiset of fragment lengths {Isll, Is21,..., Is, I}. We
say that RMz(s) yields RP~(8).
Note the previous two definitions apply only to
sequences 8 and not isolates i. Wewill typically
use RM~(i) and RPz(i) as shorthand to represent
RMz(s(i)) and RPz(s(i)).
Note manydifferent restriction maps yield the same
restriction pattern. For example, if there are n different fragment lengths in RPz(s), then any ordering
of these n fragments is a restriction map which yields
RP~(s) as a restriction pattern.
Definition 4 We define two restriction
patterns to
be isomorphic if they yield the same restriction pattern. Wedenote the set of isomorphic restriction maps
which yield the restriction pattern RP~(8) with the notation [RP, (s)].
For example, the restriction map (100,200,300) and
(300,200,100) are isomorphic but neither is isomorphic
Kim
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to the restriction
map (100,200,100,200). It is not
hard to see that this isomorphic relation defines an
equivalence relation on the set of restriction maps.
Wenow define closeness metrics for restriction maps
and restriction patterns. First, we need some notation.
Let sites(RMz (s)) denote the number of cleavage sites
in the restriction
map RMz(s). Let sites([RPz(s)])
denote the number of cleavage sites in any of the restriction
maps in [RPz(s)]. Note sites(RM~(s)) and
sites([RP~(s)]) is one less than the number of fragments in RMz(s) and RPz (s).
Definition
5 We define a common site in sequences s and s’ to be a cleavage site that appears
in the same nucleotide position in both s and d.
Let common(RM~
(s), RM~(s’)) denote the number of
commoncleavage sites in the restriction maps RM~(s)
and RM~(d). Let maxcommon(RMz(s), RPz(s’))
note the maximumnumber of commoncleavage sites
in any restriction map in [RP~(s’)] and RM~(s).
Definition 6 Wedefine the closeness of the two restriction maps, denoted closeness( RM~(s), RM~(s’)
to be max(sites(RMz(s)),sites(RM~(s’)))
common(RM~(s),RMz(s’)).
We define the closeness of a restriction
map to a restriction
pattern, denoted closeness(RM~(s),RP~(s’)),
to be
max(sites( RM~( s), sites( (s’) ))maxcommon(
RM~( s), RPz ( s’)
Definition
7 We define the set of sequences
CLOSE(q, D, j) C to be the sequ ences s E D such

that closeness(RM,
(s), RPz(q))< j.
Computing Closeness

Information

Step two of our approach is computing closeness
(RM,(s),RP,(q))
for each sequence s e D. While
we show that this problem appears to be a computationally intractable, we describe howwe can efficiently
determine if closeness(RMz (s), RP~(q)) = 0. This
lows us to compute the set CLOSE(q, D, 0) which is
sufficient for step three of our approach.
Wefirst observe that the problem of computing
closeness(RM~ (sl), RM~(s2)) reduces to the problem
of computing cornmon(RMz(sl),RMz(s2))
and the
problem of computing closeness(RM~ (Sl), RPz(s2))
reduces to that of computing maxcommon(RM~(Sl),
[RP~(s2)]). We next note that the second problem,
computing maxcommon(RM~(Sl), [RP~(s2)]), is NPcomplete via a reduction from the 3-Partition problem
(we omit this simple proof from this writeup).
As a result, we have focused on a restricted version of this problem which can be solved in polynomial time. In particular, we give a simple polynomial
time algorithm which solves the decision problem, "Is
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closeness(RM~ (Sl), [RPz(q)]) = 0?" We can apply
this algorithm to all sequences s E D to efficiently
compute the set CLOSE(q, D, 0).
Wefirst simplify the problem by observing the answer is no unless sites(RM,(s)) = sites([RPz(q)]).
Thus, we need only consider
sequences
s E
D which satisfy the constraint
sites(RM~(s))
sites([RPz(q)]). Next, we observe that for these sequences s, the answer is yes if and only if RP~(s) is
identical to RP~(q) assumingthat the fragment lengths
are exact. However, while the set of fragment lengths
for RPz(s) where s E D may be computed exactly,
the fragment lengths for RPz (q) are only approximate.
Weonly know that the actual length of fragment f
ranges between (1- e)lf[ and (1 + ’)I/lThus,
must relax our yes condition. In particular, we must
consider the length of a query fragment fq to be identical to the length of any database fragment fs if
(1 - e)lYql < f, < (1 + e)lfql. However, we must
still insure that a query fragment fq matches only one
database fragment f~ and that every query fragment is
matched. Suppose there are n fragment lengths in both
RP,(s) and RPz(q). This problem is easily solved in
O(n log n) time by sorting both multisets of fragment
lengths and verifying that the i th shortest database
fragment length matches the i th shortest query fragment length for 1 < i < n.
Ideally, we would like to find the sequences s E D
such that RMz(s) = RMz(q). However, our data is imprecise in two ways which complicates this task. First,
we have only RPz (q), not RM, (q). Second, we have
only the approximate lengths, not the exact lengths, of
each query fragment. The natural question to ask is,
howmuchdo these data imprecisions affect the correctness of our algorithm? Weperform some experiments
with the RDPdatabase to to show that these imprecisions do not seriously affect the accuracy of our algorithm. These experiments and results are presented in
section 5.

Inferring

Information About the Query
Isolate

Wenow consider the problem of inferring information about the isolate q from the closeness information we have computed. We first describe analytic methods for inferring information about q given
closeness(RMz (s),RP~(q)) for any s e D. Unfortunately, these techniques have three drawbacks which
limit their applicability to biological databases such as
the RDPdatabase. First, the analytic methods require
some a priori knowledge on the relationship between
q and D such as the distribution of similarities between elements of D and q. Second, the analytic meth-

ods typically assume sequences evolve and change only
through mutation or substitution; that is, insertions
and deletions of nucleotides are typically not modeled.
Third, the analytic methods typically assume that two
sequences s, s ~ E D vary from s(q) independently, even
if we knows and s~ are biologically similar. For these
reasons, we are forced to evaluate our methods of inference experimentally. Wedescribe a basic heuristic
approach and experimentally verify the applicability of
this approach.
Mathematical
Drawbacks

Models

and Their

In this section, we describe two methods for using
closeness(RM, is), RP, (q)) to infer primary sequence
information about q. In both methods, we assume that
we actually have closeness(RM, is), RMz (q)) instead
of closeness( RM,( s ) , Re, (q)).
The first method is based upon the work of Nei and
Li (Nei &Li 1979). The basic assumption in this model
is that all the sequences in D and the underlying sequence s(q) of isolate q are derived from a common
ancestor. Sequences diverge over time as nucleotides
mutate via a Poisson process. As time goes on, the
number of shared sites between q and s typically decreases as more and more nucleotides mutate. Nei and
Li develop methods for using the number of common
sites present in s and s(q) to determine the amount
of time that has progressed since s and s(q) shared a
commonancestor. Using the Poisson process, it is then
possible to compute the number of changes that have
occurred in each nucleotide position from the common
ancestor to both s and s(q). This can then be used
to estimate the primary sequence similarity between s
and s(q).
The second method is based upon Bayesian analysis. Given the primary sequence similarity ~ between s
and siq ) and the assumption that each nucleotide position in s is identical to the same nucleotide position in
s(q) with probability ~, we can compute the probability distribution on the random variable that represents
the number of sites commonto both restriction maps.
However, in our setting, we actually have the number
of commonsites shared by the restriction maps of s and
s(q), and we desire to compute the primary sequence
similarity ~ between s and s(q). If we are also given
the fact that the primary sequence similarity between
s and s(q) is drawn from a knownprobability distribution X, we can compute a probability distribution on
a using a Bayesian analysis.
Unfortunately,
both of these methods have several flaws which limit their applicability to biological
databases such as RDP. First, the assumptions on evo-

lution are too restrictive.
In both cases, only mutations are considered; insertions and deletions are not
allowed. Furthermore, both models assume that nucleotides mutate with a given probability distribution
which we have access to. This is an extremely strong
assumption which does not seem to be justifiable in a
general setting. Finally, the Bayesian analysis method
does little to account for the fact that biologically similar sequences s and s~ are likely to either both share
a site with s(q) or both not share a site with siq ). For
these reasons, it seems unlikely either method can be
used in general database settings reliably. Indeed one
fundamental assumption that is shared by both models is that the number of commonsites shared by sequences s and s(q) is a binomial random variable with
p based upon the primary sequence similarity between
s and s(q). However, our experiments with the RDP
database indicate the number of commonsites does not
seem to follow this binomial distribution (we omit this
data from this writeup). As a result, we explore other
methods for inferring information about s(q) and use
experimental means to evaluate these methods.
Closest

Sequence

Methods

In this section, we focus on using the set of sequences
CLOSEiq,D, 0) to infer information about the query
isolate q. The basic premise behind this methodis that
sequences which have primary sequences that are most
identical to s(q) are the ones most likely to be in the
set CLOSE(q,D, 0). The extended premise is that the
similarity of s(q) to any sequence in CLOSE(q,D, O)
is, with high probability, lower bounded by the maximumpairwise dissimilarity between any two sequences
in CLOSE(q, D, 0).
We use this basic premise with two different
biological metrics of similarity.
The first metric is primary sequence similarity.
We say that
two sequences s and s ~ have primary sequence
similarity
sim(s,s ~) = a for 0 < a _< 1 if
lOOa%of the corresponding nucleotide positions in
s and s’ are identical. Define sire(CLOSE(q, D, 0))
= min,,,j~CLOSE(q,D,o) Sim(si,sj).
Finally, define sim(q, CLOSE(q,D,O)) to be the quantity
minseCLOSE(q,D,O) sim(q,s). The extended premise
implies that sim(CLOSE(q,D,O))
lower bounds
sire(q, CLOSE(q,D, 0)) with high probability.
The second metric is a biological family similarity
that is based on a biological classification hierarchy
for the database D. Each sequence in D is classified by an x digit number for 1 _< x _< 5 (note
each digit may have a different range of values). We
say that two sequences s and s ~ have level similarity levelis, s ~) = i if their classifications are identiKiln
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cal to the i th digit. Define level(CLOSE(q, D,O)) =
min,,,oj~CLOSE(q,O,o) level(si, sj). Finally, we define level(q,
CLOSE(q,D,O)) to be the quantity
min, ecLOSE(q,D,o) level(q, s). The extended premise
implies that level(CLOSE(q,D,O))
lower bounds
level(q, CLOSE(q,D, 0)) with high probability.
If the extended premise is true and if both
sire(CLOSE(q, D, 0)) and level(CLOSE(q, D, 0)) are
high, we can, with high confidence, infer fairly precise
primary sequence information or classification information about q.
In general, it seems that sire(q, CLOSE(q, D, 0))
and level(q, CLOSE(q,D, 0)) should increase if the
number of cleavage sites in RPz(q) increases. That is,
it seems unlikely that dissimilar sequences will have restriction mapsthat are close to that of q. Onthe other
hand, it also seems likely that sire(q, CLOSE(q,D, 0))
and level(q, CLOSE(q,D, 0)) will decrease in size
the numberof cleavage sites in q increases. These relationships, however, are difficult to analyze mathematically, and thus it is difficult to generate conditions
where our technique will be effective. As a result, we
experimentally evaluate this basic procedure. As we
see in the next section, our experiments indicate this
method can be used to effectively infer useful information about roughly half the sequences in RDPand that
the error rate is quite small.
Experimental
Experimental
Procedure

Results

The sequence data used in this study was obtained
from the Ribosomal Database Project (RDP) (release
number 5 of May 17, 1995 (Maidak et al. 1994)).
The RDP provides curated databases of ribosomal
RNArelated information and analysis services. The
database used in this study was a subset of the bacterial 16S rRNA database distributed
by the RDP.
This database contains 16S rRNAsequence information from about 3000different bacterial isolates and environmental samples. These sequences are distributed
by the RDPas pre-aligned sequences with alignment
gaps inserted so that homologous residues appear at
the same position in all sequences. This alignment
was produced by the RDP curators using, in addition to primary sequence similarity, secondary structure and other higher-order information. Inspection
of the alignment indicates that highly diverged regions
are often aligned to conserve putative secondary structures without regard to primary sequence. Most of the
sequences in this database are incomplete, usually at
the two ends. To construct the subset used here~ incomplete sequences were removed after first selecting
the region corresponding to positions 46 through 1406
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of E. coli (Brosius et al. 1978). The resulting database
contained 1575 sequences. Sequence similarity values
were calculated for all pairwise combinations of the
1575 sequences. The similarity values clustered around
the mean value of 72%identity, with a tail stretching
toward higher similarity values (Figure 1).
30
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Figure 1: Pairwise sequence similarity. The pairwise
sequence similarity was determined for all pairwise
combinations of 1575 sequences in test database. Only
sequence regions considered in further analysis were
included. The similarity of the aligned pairs was determined using the pre-aligned sequences supplied by
RDP.
Five separate restriction map data sets were computer generated from the 1575 sequences. For each
data set, positions matching recognition sites from two
commercial restriction enzymeswere identified and the
length between sites calculated (after removing alignment gaps). Ambiguity codons in the database sequences were treated as not matching any recognition
site. The recognition sites (enzymes) chosen to generate the five sets were: AGCT+ CAGT; CTAG+
GATC; CUGC + ACGT; GTAC + TCGA; and TTAA
+ ATAT.The average number of sites in the combined
7875 digests was 10.66 with a median of 10 (Table 1).
The maps in a data set were chosen one at a time
as queries. To simulate experimental data, the fragments sizes of the query were assumed to be accurate
to only +/- 5%. The result set of database sequences
where all sites could be matched was determined for
each query, assuming the fragment order for the query
was known (ordered query). These result sets were
compared with the expected results calculated using
the exact site positions from the aligned sequences.
These ordered query result sets were missing one or
more sequences found u~ing pre-aligned sequences in
749 of the 7875 trials (9.5%). In addition to base
changes (point mutations), rRNAgenes have accumu-
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Table 1: Sequences by number of sites
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lated insertions and deletions over the course of evolution. These insertions and deletions may have caused
0
homologous fragments to no longer have sizes within
0
5
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20
the 5%error bound. The result of these size changes is
Number
of
sites
apparently to cause pattern mismatches over shorter
evolutionary distances than would be predicted from
Figure 2: Primary similarity of selected sequences (unsite conservation alone.
ordered). The sequence similarity was calculated as
Another 312 of the 7875 trials (4.0%) produced redescribed for figure 1 for every query versus each sesult sets with extra sequences. Someof these extra
quence in its result set. The data is shownby number
matches may be due to peculiarities in the RDPalignof query sites as mean and range after discarding the
ment causing occasional site mismatch when compar5% highest and lowest values. Bar chart at bottom
indicates the number of queries with non-empty result
ing aligned sequences; however some extra matches
are probably due to matching of non-homologous sites
sets.
100
within the 5%error bound for the ordered query tests.
Even if all of the additional matches are due to incor95
rectly pairing non-homologoussites, the percentage of
9O
query results affected is still relatively small.
Minimum 85
The trials were repeated without assuming the order of query fragments was known(unordered query). query-result 80
Any differences in result sets between ordered and set similarity 75
unordered queries represent incorrect pairing of non7O
homologous regions between query and database se65
quences (incorrect ordering). Only 266 of the 7875
60 ~ML---~__
trials (3.4%) produced result sets with extra sequences
O
5
10
15
20
not in the ordered query result sets. However, if mis40
matches were allowed in the site matching, the results
Number
deteriorated.
Whenup to one query and/or database
of query 20
site mismatch was allowed, 69.6% of the unordered re- sequences
sult sets contained sequences not in the ordered query
0
result sets. Whenup to two query and/or database site
0
5
10
15
20
mismatches were allowed the percentage of result sets
Numberof sites
with incorrect matches increased to 78.4%. Because
of this rapid increase in incorrect matches, only perFigure 3: Minimumquery - result set similarity. The
fect matching data will be considered in the following
experiments.
minimumsequence similarity value between query and
result set was calculated as in figure 1. These results
Similarity
Between Query and Result
Set
are shown by number of query sites as mean and range
after discarding the 5%highest and lowest values. Bar
The average primary sequence similarity between
chart at bottom indicates the number of queries with
unordered query and result was 94%. This was deresult sets with size greater than one.
pendent, as expected, on the number of sites in the
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query (Figure 2). Seven or more sites were required
to produce similarity values above 80% for more than
95%of the matches and 10 sites or more were sufficient
to produce similarity values above 90% for more than
95% of such matches.
For result set containing several sequences, the sequence similarity
between the query sequence and
the least similar result sequence sire(CLOSE(q, D, 0))
provides a measure of howclosely the query was identiffed. The average minimumsimilarity
was 89.8%.
The distribution of these minimumsimilarity values
increases with number of sites in a manner similar to
that seen in figure 2 (Figure 3). Although the average similarity was above 900£ for queries with seven
or more sites, nine or more sites were required to produce minimumsimilarity values above 80% for more
than 95%of result sets and eleven sites were sufficient
to produce minimumsimilarity values above 90% for
more than 95%of the result sets.
Primary

Sequence

Similarity

In actual practice, the minimumsimilarity between
query and result set could not be calculated since the
query sequence would not be known. However, for result sets with more than one sequence, the minimum
palrwise similarity between results can be calculated.
This minimumresult appeared to be a good predictor of the minimumquery - database similarity (Table
2). A minimum query - result similarity
of > 80%
was observed for 99%(2456/2476) of result sets with
> 80%minimumresult - result similarity. For results
sets with a minimumquery - result similarity of > 90%,
98%(1940/1988) also had minimumquery - result similarities _> 90%.
,im(CLOSE(q,D,O))
90-100
80-89
70-79
6O-69

sirn (q,
90-100
1940
79

CLOSE(q,D,0))
80-89 I 70-79
38
6
399
8
40
132
32

6O-69
4
2
9
51

Table 2: Relationship between sim(CLOSE(q, D, 0))
and sire(q, CLOSE(q, D, 0))
Biological Classification
Similarity
In addition to aligned rRNAsequence databases, the
RDPalso distributes phylogenetic information inferred
from these sequences. This includes a hierarchical
classification schemeconsistent with the inferred phylogeny. At the most basic level, all sequences tested
here are members of category 2, the Bacteria. There
are 15 categories at the next level (2.1 through 2.15),
24 at the third level, 94 at the fourth, and 99 at the
132

ISMB-96

ie vel(q, CLOSE(q,D, 0))
1
2
3
4
5
Table
level(q,

level, "CLOSE(q,D,O))
1
2
3
4
5
149 1
3
2
22
46
3
20
319 42
29
374 41
2853

3:
Relationship
between
CLOSE(q, D, 0)) and level(CLOSE(q, D, 0))

fifth and highest level. Not all sequences are categorized to all five levels, we assumedan implied category
of 0 for all undefinedlevels.
By this classification scheme, 95%of these result sets
contained sequences with identical classification for at
least three levels (Table 3). Of these, 99%matched
the query classification for the first three levels. 77%
of these result sets were identical at all five levels; of
these 95%matchthe query classification at all five levels. These results demonstrate the feasibility of typing
bacterial 16S genes by restriction pattern. Although
result sets were found for only about half the queries, in
practice obtaining additional digestion patterns from
an isolate is relatively simple. Of the 1575 separate
query sequences considered here, only 287 produced
empty result sets with all five digests. Manyof these
may not have close neighbors in the current database.
In practice, isolates with no matches in several digests
may be candidates for further characterization.
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